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Investigating the effectiveness of RSC approaches in 
meeting the academic demands of A Level English
 

Catherine is an English teacher in a popular 11

students come from minority ethnic groups, with over half from Indian heritage. Catherine 

observes that 

 

‘reticent young Asian girls and women are common. A number of voices are rarely 

heard unless directly and sensitively coaxe

among these [female Asian students] students is apparent. They do not appear to 

think that their opinions are of value and will not ask questions’.

 

Although the school was ranked outstanding in its last Ofsted report, 

students are high (all go on to university), many teachers were concerned about current sixth 

form students being ‘passive’ and expecting to be ‘spoon

 

‘They absorb and assimilate information effectively, as t

however they are reluctant to take chances or, indeed, ownership of their learning’. 

 

About to teach A Level English for the first time Catherine was keen to determine ‘whether 

active approaches can meet the rigorous and daunting 

met at A Leve’. Aware that some teachers view active approaches as ‘less scholarly’, Catherine 

was curious to find out for herself whether or not this view was valid: 

 

‘will this be a sufficiently rigorous academic meth

access and serve the intellectual concerns of the play that must be addressed at A 

Level?’. 

 

Catherine also wanted to know how her students would respond to active approaches, 

particularly given that her focus group was a s

be, ‘by nature, quiet and reserved’. Formed of five males and four females all of the students, 

bar one male, were “reluctant to share their ideas unless directly solicited to do so’. 

Furthermore, across a range of subjects, her students demonstrated a lack of autonomy and 

over-reliance on the teacher – something Catherine hoped could be addressed by adopting 

RSC approaches.  

 

Not only new to A Level English, this was also Catherine's first experience of teachi

Optimistically, however, Catherine declared that
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Catherine is an English teacher in a popular 11-19 school in greater London. Over 80% of 

students come from minority ethnic groups, with over half from Indian heritage. Catherine 

‘reticent young Asian girls and women are common. A number of voices are rarely 

heard unless directly and sensitively coaxed ... self-censorship and discomfort 

among these [female Asian students] students is apparent. They do not appear to 

think that their opinions are of value and will not ask questions’. 

Although the school was ranked outstanding in its last Ofsted report, and aspirations for 

students are high (all go on to university), many teachers were concerned about current sixth 

form students being ‘passive’ and expecting to be ‘spoon-fed’. Catherine noted that

‘They absorb and assimilate information effectively, as their AS results testify; 

however they are reluctant to take chances or, indeed, ownership of their learning’. 

About to teach A Level English for the first time Catherine was keen to determine ‘whether 

active approaches can meet the rigorous and daunting assessment objectives which must be 

met at A Leve’. Aware that some teachers view active approaches as ‘less scholarly’, Catherine 

was curious to find out for herself whether or not this view was valid:  

‘will this be a sufficiently rigorous academic method? Can active approaches really 

access and serve the intellectual concerns of the play that must be addressed at A 

Catherine also wanted to know how her students would respond to active approaches, 

particularly given that her focus group was a small class of nine A2 students who appeared to 

be, ‘by nature, quiet and reserved’. Formed of five males and four females all of the students, 

bar one male, were “reluctant to share their ideas unless directly solicited to do so’. 

ge of subjects, her students demonstrated a lack of autonomy and 

something Catherine hoped could be addressed by adopting 

Not only new to A Level English, this was also Catherine's first experience of teachi

Optimistically, however, Catherine declared that 
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assessment objectives which must be 
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mall class of nine A2 students who appeared to 

be, ‘by nature, quiet and reserved’. Formed of five males and four females all of the students, 

bar one male, were “reluctant to share their ideas unless directly solicited to do so’. 

ge of subjects, her students demonstrated a lack of autonomy and 

something Catherine hoped could be addressed by adopting 

Not only new to A Level English, this was also Catherine's first experience of teaching Othello. 



 

 

‘I believe the success of a dynamic active approach to Shakespeare is proportionally 

linked to the enjoyment and expertise of the teacher and, following the … [RSC] 

training days, I do feel 

 

Indeed, Catherine's concerns about whether active approaches ‘can foster a critical 

understanding of language and meaning’ were allayed by the RSC training days. One training 

session, which involved actively exploring 

approaches  

 

‘can access the A2 assessment objectives [AO], particularly AO4 and its demand for 

knowledge of social, historical and cultural context’. 

 

Catherine realised early on, however, that 

before the active approaches would work:

 

‘my teaching methods may not always foster an environment where students feel 

safe to experiment and work independently... I can be quite a dominating force for 

students to contend with and, through this journey, I really hope to generate a much 

more collaborative, reciprocal and mutual teaching environment’.

 

Through detailed reflection on early lessons using active approaches Catherine noticed patterns 

of engagement (or lack of) beginning to emerge and realised they were directly related to how 

involved she was in the activity –

became and the more they looked to Catherine for support. In one activity Catherine r

that she “compensated for their reluctance with over

 

‘of a tension between my ethos of never asking a student to do something that I 

wasn't prepared to do myself, and inadvertently becoming the lead actor or 'star' i

the ensemble’.  

 

Catherine concluded that she and her students ‘were not meeting as equals’, and that she 

‘needed to change my role in their active learning’, reflecting on Watkins et al in 

Learning in Classrooms: ‘in order to get more activate

learners to be involved in activating the classroom’. (2007, p78)

 

Catherine decided to take a step back and deliberately left students on their own to create the 

storm which opens Act 2 of Othello

‘Contradicting my whole teaching ethos, I sat in my chair behind my desk and 'ignored' them’.

 

However, the strategy appeared to pay off. Covertly observing her students Catherine could see 

them becoming more and more engaged in the task, leading to a small ensemble creation of the 

storm and an ensuing discussion about what the kind of place Cyprus might be, and how it 

contrasts with Venice. Catherine observed that 

 

‘When they came to perform, every single student 

energy in the room was amazing’. 
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‘I believe the success of a dynamic active approach to Shakespeare is proportionally 

linked to the enjoyment and expertise of the teacher and, following the … [RSC] 

training days, I do feel enthused and equipped to embark on this journey’.

Indeed, Catherine's concerns about whether active approaches ‘can foster a critical 

understanding of language and meaning’ were allayed by the RSC training days. One training 

ly exploring Romeo and Juliet, showed Catherine that active 

‘can access the A2 assessment objectives [AO], particularly AO4 and its demand for 

knowledge of social, historical and cultural context’.  

Catherine realised early on, however, that her personal teaching style needed to be modified 

before the active approaches would work: 

‘my teaching methods may not always foster an environment where students feel 

safe to experiment and work independently... I can be quite a dominating force for 

dents to contend with and, through this journey, I really hope to generate a much 

more collaborative, reciprocal and mutual teaching environment’. 

Through detailed reflection on early lessons using active approaches Catherine noticed patterns 

t (or lack of) beginning to emerge and realised they were directly related to how 

– the greater her involvement the more passive students 

became and the more they looked to Catherine for support. In one activity Catherine r

that she “compensated for their reluctance with over-exuberance” and became aware:

‘of a tension between my ethos of never asking a student to do something that I 

wasn't prepared to do myself, and inadvertently becoming the lead actor or 'star' i

Catherine concluded that she and her students ‘were not meeting as equals’, and that she 

‘needed to change my role in their active learning’, reflecting on Watkins et al in 

‘in order to get more activated learners in the classroom we need the 

learners to be involved in activating the classroom’. (2007, p78) 

Catherine decided to take a step back and deliberately left students on their own to create the 

Othello, even though this was clearly a difficult strategy for her: 

‘Contradicting my whole teaching ethos, I sat in my chair behind my desk and 'ignored' them’.

However, the strategy appeared to pay off. Covertly observing her students Catherine could see 

ore engaged in the task, leading to a small ensemble creation of the 

storm and an ensuing discussion about what the kind of place Cyprus might be, and how it 

contrasts with Venice. Catherine observed that  

‘When they came to perform, every single student had a smile on their face and the 

energy in the room was amazing’.  

‘I believe the success of a dynamic active approach to Shakespeare is proportionally 

linked to the enjoyment and expertise of the teacher and, following the … [RSC] 

enthused and equipped to embark on this journey’. 

Indeed, Catherine's concerns about whether active approaches ‘can foster a critical 

understanding of language and meaning’ were allayed by the RSC training days. One training 

showed Catherine that active 

‘can access the A2 assessment objectives [AO], particularly AO4 and its demand for 

her personal teaching style needed to be modified 

‘my teaching methods may not always foster an environment where students feel 

safe to experiment and work independently... I can be quite a dominating force for 

dents to contend with and, through this journey, I really hope to generate a much 

 

Through detailed reflection on early lessons using active approaches Catherine noticed patterns 

t (or lack of) beginning to emerge and realised they were directly related to how 

the greater her involvement the more passive students 

became and the more they looked to Catherine for support. In one activity Catherine reflected 

exuberance” and became aware: 

‘of a tension between my ethos of never asking a student to do something that I 

wasn't prepared to do myself, and inadvertently becoming the lead actor or 'star' in 

Catherine concluded that she and her students ‘were not meeting as equals’, and that she 

‘needed to change my role in their active learning’, reflecting on Watkins et al in Effective 

d learners in the classroom we need the 

Catherine decided to take a step back and deliberately left students on their own to create the 

was clearly a difficult strategy for her: 

‘Contradicting my whole teaching ethos, I sat in my chair behind my desk and 'ignored' them’. 

However, the strategy appeared to pay off. Covertly observing her students Catherine could see 

ore engaged in the task, leading to a small ensemble creation of the 

storm and an ensuing discussion about what the kind of place Cyprus might be, and how it 

had a smile on their face and the  



 

 

This lesson was clearly a turning point and from this moment on Catherine noted that her 

research observations ‘become more positive regarding student participation in the strategies’. 

Catherine reflected on her ‘hands

 

‘Often this means offering no suggestions about how to physically articulate an 

activity and leaving the creative process totally in their hands. Without doubt, this 

produced the best work a

after the activity’. 

 

About half way through the scheme of work Catherine asked students for their response to the 

active approaches so far. One student, Alex, believed the work had ‘changed [his] perception 

and that things [the play's ideas] are not black and white...it's grea

an actor’.  

 

Another student, Clare, suggested what she had discovered:

 

‘I'm frustrated by the women and their passivity...I wish they would do something 

anything!’ 

 

Catherine was clearly pleased with this discovery:

 

‘The fact that her response is rooted in the text rather than the process shows a 

deepening engagement with the play and her learning experience. She also 

believes that she is being 'skilled up for university'. 

 

By the end of the year it was clear to Catheri

into successful exam results, and that active approaches are academically rigorous enough to 

meet the demands of the A2 exam, with 88% of her students meeting or exceeding their 

predicted grades.  
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This lesson was clearly a turning point and from this moment on Catherine noted that her 

research observations ‘become more positive regarding student participation in the strategies’. 

atherine reflected on her ‘hands-off’ strategy, commenting that  

‘Often this means offering no suggestions about how to physically articulate an 

activity and leaving the creative process totally in their hands. Without doubt, this 

produced the best work and a 'better' quality of analysis during and, significantly, 

About half way through the scheme of work Catherine asked students for their response to the 

active approaches so far. One student, Alex, believed the work had ‘changed [his] perception 

and that things [the play's ideas] are not black and white...it's great to get a sense of the play as 

Another student, Clare, suggested what she had discovered: 

‘I'm frustrated by the women and their passivity...I wish they would do something 

Catherine was clearly pleased with this discovery: 

e fact that her response is rooted in the text rather than the process shows a 

deepening engagement with the play and her learning experience. She also 

believes that she is being 'skilled up for university'.  

By the end of the year it was clear to Catherine that enjoyment and confidence does translate 

into successful exam results, and that active approaches are academically rigorous enough to 

meet the demands of the A2 exam, with 88% of her students meeting or exceeding their 

This lesson was clearly a turning point and from this moment on Catherine noted that her 

research observations ‘become more positive regarding student participation in the strategies’. 

‘Often this means offering no suggestions about how to physically articulate an 

activity and leaving the creative process totally in their hands. Without doubt, this 

nd a 'better' quality of analysis during and, significantly, 

About half way through the scheme of work Catherine asked students for their response to the 

active approaches so far. One student, Alex, believed the work had ‘changed [his] perception 

t to get a sense of the play as 

‘I'm frustrated by the women and their passivity...I wish they would do something – 

e fact that her response is rooted in the text rather than the process shows a 

deepening engagement with the play and her learning experience. She also 

ne that enjoyment and confidence does translate 

into successful exam results, and that active approaches are academically rigorous enough to 

meet the demands of the A2 exam, with 88% of her students meeting or exceeding their 


